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Abstract 

Until recently, it was expected that the web users’ tagging would be used in 

classification, recommendation, and information search. However, the users’ subjective 

decision or infrequent tags with high interrelationship have caused inaccurate results. 

This research proposes an algorithm to disregard users’ subjective tags and utilize 

infrequent tags with high semantic similarity using WordNet. Furthermore, to enhance the 

efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a weighted matrix is proposed. 

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, the current co-appearing frequency between tag-

pairs method, tag-pair semantic similarity extraction algorithm, and tag-pair weight 

matrix method were analyzed and compared. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, many internet users expect their tags be reused to improve efficiency of 

categorization, recommendation and searching however, inaccurate results can be 

obtained in such case if their subjective tags are tagged or highly related and infrequent 

tags are ignored. 

Several methods such as collaborative tagging [1], hierarchical structure of tags [2], 

tag-based searches and ranking [3-4], and tag-based recommendation [5] have been 

developed. However, most of the existing tag-based methods use only the tag co-

appearing frequency to find the tag-pair semantic similarity; hence, their result of is 

inaccurate in the translation. 

To solve this problem, this research proposes a tag-pair semantic similarity extraction 

(TSSE) algorithm that uses WordNet [6], and computes tag-pair frequency matrix (TFM) 

to enhance its efficiency. 

This research uses Flickr‟s Open API [7] to test the proposed method. The collected tag 

information of the top 500 images that has „tomato‟ as the keyword are used to analyze 

and compare  the existing frequency-based method and our proposed research.  

 

2. Highly Related Tag-Pairs 
 

2.1. Tag-pair Weight Matrix Creation System 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the tag-pair weight matrix creation system using tag 

similarity suggested by this research. 

The system suggested in this research consists of 3 modules: tag frequency extraction 

module (TFEM), semantic similarity extraction module (SSEM) and tag-pair weight 

matrix creation module (TWMCM). 

Of these, TEEM was carried out in the preceding research [4], and SSEM and 

TWMCM are suggested in this research. 
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Figure 1. Tag-Pair Weight Matrix Creation system 

2.2. Tag Frequency Extraction 

The tag frequency extraction module is the first step to extract similarity between tags 

which are tagged on contents. This module extracts tag co-appearing frequency and 

generate a tag-pair frequency matrix. To perform the above purpose, this module is 

comprised of 3 steps. 

Step 1: Tag Extraction 

Tag extraction module collects contents and tag information from tag based site such as 

flickr, delicious, and buzzillions using Open API. 

Step 2 : Tag Relation Mapping 

Tag relation mapping module performs tag mapping according to the relation of 

different tags which are tagged on the contents collected in the Step 1. The tags „lion‟, 

„cat‟, „nature‟, „africa‟, and „animals‟ of Figure 2‟s image A are the tags that the users 
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tagged after seeing the image A. These tags have a certain relation each other, and Figure 

2 represents the relation graph between these tags. 

Co-appearing tags means that different tags are tagged simultaneously on an image of a 

same subject, and these tags have a high relation each other. 

For example, „animal‟ tag and „lion‟ tag are tagged simultaneously several times, and 

have high relation each other. Figure 2 shows the extraction process of co-appearing tag 

„lion‟ and „nature‟ by mapping the relation tags of A image and B image. 

 

 

Figure 2. Example of Tag Relation Mapping 

(1) Step 3 : TFM Creation 

TFM creation module create the TFM matrix using tag co-appearing frequency which 

is extracted at the tag relation mapping process of Step 2. The method to create TFM is 

defined as equation (1) and (2). The TM(i,j) of equation (1) and (2) is the ij element of tag 

graph‟s weight matrix, and means o-appearing or not. 

TM(i,j)=0: tag i and tag j  do not appear simultaneously on a certain contents (1) 

TM(i,j)=1: tag i and tag j appear simultaneously on a certain contents (2) 

Equation (1) is used when tag i and tag j do not appear simultaneously on a certain 

content or image, and means that the two tags do not have a relation each other. Equation 

(2) is used when two tags appear simultaneously, and the two tags have a relation each 

other. 

The TFM matrix of equation (3) means the co-appearing frequency which tag i and tag 

j appear simultaneously on m images, and is computed by summation of tag-pair matrix 

TMk(i,j) of each image. 

Figure 3 shows the creation process of TFM matrix. 

TFM(i,j)  =  TMk(i,j) 
(3) 
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Figure 3. Creation Process of TFM Matrix 

2.3. Tag-Pair Semantic Similarity using WordNet 

The original tag-based search system uses only co-appearing frequency to extract the 

similarity between tags. The following are a few problems that exist in these methods: 

First, users‟ subjective tags create inaccurate tags. 

Second, unorganized tags are the main factors for inefficient information search, 

because users do not consider the relationship and priority order between tags. 

To correct the subjective and infrequent tags that have highly related meanings, 

WordNet is applied to extract tag-pair semantic similarity. There are two categories for 

the methods that use WordNet. One method is the information content based method [8-9], 

which uses the minimum distance between words, and the other is a node based method 

[10-11].  

Lin [8] and Resink [9] used the tag-pair‟s semantic similarity which is based on 

information content. These methods combine the semantic information extracted 

from the original corpus and concept information obtained from the WordNet. 

 

2.4. TSSE Algorithm 

Lin [8] and Resink [9] extracted tag-pair‟s semantic similarity by including the 

similarity and difference at the same time; however because of ambiguity of words, 

directly-opposed problems occur between some words. 

The TSSE algorithm with WordNet is suggested in this research to overcome the 

existing tag-based research problems. 
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// c : concept, which conceptually includes certain tag-pair  

// word(c) : all synsets, which exist in information content file of concept c 

// count(c) : frequency of synset elements, which belong to word(c) words  

// freq(c) : frequency summation of all synset elements 

// Pr(c) : concept probability 

// N : number of nouns among the word(c) words 

// IC(c) : information content 

// S(c1, c2) : set of concept, which conceptually includes both c1 and c2  

// Weight : 0＜Weight＜1, Weight1 + Weight2 = 1 

// TS : tag-pair’s similarity, i.e., semantic similarity between tag pair 

 

Find word(c) by concept c 

     for ( i=1: i≤|word(c)|; i ++ ) { 

freq(c) = freq(c) + count(i) 

} 

Pr(c) = freq(c) / N 

IC(c) = 1 / log Pr(c) 

Sim1(c1, c2) = IC(c) 

 

Compute IC(c1) and IC( c2)   

Sim2(c1, c2) = 2 * IC(S (c1, c2) ) / ( IC(c1) + IC( c2)) 

TS  {Sim1☓Weight1 + Sim2☓Weight2 } / 2 

Figure 4. TSSE Algorithm  

 

2.5. Tag-Pair Weight Matrix 

To extract semantic similarity of a tag-pair using WordNet, we require the tag-pair 

words prior to extraction. Tag co-appearing frequency, which is an existing tag similarity 

extraction method, has an advantage over other method that users can easily extract the 

tags correlated to a specific keyword, on the basis of tagged tags. However, it also has a 

disadvantage that the user-subjective tags account for high frequency. Further, another 

problem with this method is that highly related tags with low frequency between tag-pair 

are not utilized.  

This research proposes a tag-pair weight matrix (TWM) using equation (4). The matrix 

is proposed in order to retain all advantages of WordNet‟s semantic similarity and tag co-

appearing frequency and overcome the disadvantages. 

TWM(i,j) = TSM(i,j) Ⅹ TFM(i,j)                (4) 

TSM (i,j) is the ijth entry of tag-pair similarity matrix, and TFM(i,j) is the ijth entry of 

the tag co-appearing frequency matrix. 

 

3. Experiment and Analysis 

To test the proposed method, the Flickr‟s Open API [7] was used. Top 500 images 

including the tag „tomato‟ and tag information are collected from Flickr, and 11,088 tags 

are collected from these images. 
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3.1. Extraction of Tag-Pair Co-Appearing Frequency 

The tag-pair co-appearing frequency extraction method [6] was used to extract the 

related tag-pairs. Further, 15,867 related tag-pairs were extracted from the „tomato‟ 

keyword. Figure 4 shows the top 20 tag-pairs and their co-appearing frequency. 

 

 

Figure 5. Top 20 Tag-Pairs using the ‘Tomato’ Keyword 

In Figure 5, the most frequent tag-pair is „tomato-red‟ and occurs 183 times. 

Furthermore, tags such as „food‟, „green‟ and „vegetable‟ had high co-appearing frequency. 

The tags that frequently co-appeared in the 500 „tomato‟ images were highly related tags 

with the „tomato‟ keyword, and the low-frequency tags were slightly related tags.  
The „tomato-green‟ or „tomato-canon‟ tag-pair had high co-appearing frequency; 

however, the tag-pair had low semantic similarity and users‟ subjective tags.  

 

3.2. Adaptation of TSSE 

In tag-pair co-appearing frequency method, there was a drawback that users‟ subjective 

tags might appear in the top tag-pairs and highly related infrequent tags might not be 

selected. To disregard users‟ subjective tags and utilize infrequent tags that had highly 

related meanings, the TSSE algorithm was applied using WordNet. 
 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of  the co-appearing frequency and semantic 
similarity 

The red bar in Figure 6 shows the top 20 tag-pair‟s semantic similarity and the blue bar 
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shows the co-appearing frequency. A tag-pair like „tomato-vegetable‟ or „tomato-

tomatoes‟ had high semantic similarity with low co-appearing frequency. The TSSE 

algorithm is a suitable method to find the semantic similarity; however, it cannot be used 

independently. If two methods were integrated, the co-appearing frequency method could 

be complementary to the semantic similarity method. 

 

3.3. TWM Matrix with Weight 

To solve the problem in Section 3.2, the TWM generation method which is proposed in 

Section 2.3 was adapted for the „tomato‟ keyword. Therefore, the TWM matrix with 

3,786 tags was generated. Figure 7 shows a part of the final TWM matrix. 
 

 

Figure 7. TWM Matrix for the ‘Tomato’ Keyword 

Figure 8 shows the top 20 tag-pairs computed using equation (4). In this figure, users‟ 

subjective tag-pairs or error-tags such as „food-red‟ and „tomato-tomate‟ were disregarded, 

and tag-pairs such as „green-vegetable‟ and „food-vegetable' were utilized.  

 

 

Figure 8. Top 20 Tag-Pairs with Weight Value 

The utilized tag-pairs had low co-appearing frequency; however, they were highly 

related tag-pairs that had high weight value and ranked in the top 20 tag-pairs. 
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Figure 9. Weight Distribution of the Top 20 Tag-Pairs 

Figure 10 shows the tag co-appearing frequency based on the sorted weight value. The 

x-axis shows the weight value that is sorted in descending order and the numbers on the 

x-axis are the typical tag-pair‟s ID number derived from the TWM. The y-axis shows the 

co-appearing frequency of each tag-pair. 
 

 

Figure 10. Tag-Pair Co-Appearing Frequency Based on the Weight Value 

In Figure 10, the red circle shows the tag-pairs that had high co-appearing frequency 

with low tag-pair weight value. These tag-pairs were disregarded in our research. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, the TSSE algorithm using WordNet and TWM matrix were proposed to 

overcome the problems that exist in the current tag-based methods and enhance the 

efficiency of these algorithms. In the experiment, the user-subjective tags were 

disregarded, and highly related tag-pairs with low co-appearing frequency were utilized. 
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